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Abstract- Pragmatic General Multicast (PGM) is a reliable
multicast transport protocol mainly aimed for applications that
require ordered, duplicate-free, multicast data delivery from
multiple sources to multiple receivers. Each SPM consists of the
address of the PGM parent node from which it came. NEs
replicate this address with their own when they forward an SPM
so that their children will know their parent. This method permits
non-PGM NEs to engage transparently PGM nodes
Index Terms PGM,ns2, wirelessINTRODUCTION
"Pragmatic General Multicast (PGM) is a reliable multicast
transport protocol mainly aimed for applications that require
ordered, duplicate-free, multicast data delivery from multiple
sources to multiple receivers. The advantage of PGM over
previously used multicast protocols is that it guarantees that a
receiver in the group either receives all data packets from
transmissions and retransmissions, or is able to detect
unrecoverable data packet loss. PGM is purposely proposed as a
workable solution for multicast applications with basic reliability
requirements. Its central design goal is ease of operation with due
regard for scalability and network efficiency

network elements If a receiver identify a missing packet from the
expected series and again unicast a negative acknowledgement
The receiver stops sending the NAK. In basic data data transfer
SPM are sent by source at given rate
Architecture of PGM

The PGM tree is built with the use of the PGM-enabled NEsin
the current multicast tree. A PGM source multicasts series data
packets (ODATA) to the receivers. When receivers identify
packets missing from the series they unicast a NAK to their
parent in the PGM tree. Parents explains the reception of the
NAK to all their children with an multi-cast NCF. Repairs
(RDATA) are produced by either a source or a designated local
repairer (DLR) in response to a NAK (PGM NEs never store
ODATA or deliver repairs). A repair is either the lost packet
resent or an FEC packet, depending on session parameters.
Before sending a NAK, receivers observe a random back off, and
suppress the NAK if they receive a comparable NCF, data, or
repair data.

PGM protocol is a reliable protocol mainly designed to minimize
the bad or lost acknowledgements and to minimize the load on
network which is caused due to retransmission of lost packets we
also know this protocol as open reference specification.
PGM can support asymmetric networks by the help of which we
can achieve high network utilization and high network speed
which may be above 100 mbps.
PGM is currently an experiment of internet engineering task for
under RFC publication which is used as commercially as well as
in academics.
With the help of this protocol we can send frames from multiple
source destinations to multiple receivers without any risk of loss
of any data or frame. in this way we have maximum reliability
while using this protocol and due to this protocol transmission of
frames becomes care free.
The source multicasts series data packets known as ODATA
within a transfer window. Those packets are transferred through

PGM Performance and Security Issues
PGM needs NEs to save PGM state information. The source path
state is small and easy: it suffices to record the source path
address from the SPM and demonstrate to which multicast
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session it applies. Moreover, and more more important, a PGM
NE must store series number information for every outstanding
NAK. If many PGM sessions are using an NE, it may not have
enough memory for all the outstanding NAKs from all sessions.
In this case, it can simply default to operating transparently as a
non-PGM NE for some of the sessions to reduce the memory
needs to a level it can accommodate.

PGM Hierarchy
To developed the PGM hierarchy, PGM senders periodically
gives out source path messages (SPMs). SPMs also distribute
other purposes, some of which they will illustrate. Each SPM
consists of the address of the PGM parent node from which it
came. NEs replicate this address with their own when they
forward an SPM so that their children will know their parent.
This method permits non-PGM NEs to engage transparently
PGM nodes. If the multicast routing advancements or a PGM NE
respond to non-PGM operation, SPMs source the PGM tree to be
restored.
Thus, the PGM tree concisely overlaps the raw multicast tree. If
all NEs are PGM-enabled, the trees will be similar. All multicast
packets are sent with the packet source address set to that of the
PGM source, even if they emerge from an NE. This assures they
travel the same path as any packets coming from the PGM
source. Using the same tree avoids the need to create additional
NE state for the PGM tree, and also avoids problems such as
encountering different loss characteristics between two trees.
To reduced NAK loss, PGM defines a network-layer hop-by-hop
scheme for NAK forwarding. After identifying a lost packet, a
receiver again and again unicasts a NAK to its PGM parent
unless it receives an NCF for the packet. Upon receipt of a NAK,
NEs that do not terminate at the same time unicast the NAK to
their parent unless an NCF is received. The NAK will be
repeated just a few times over a short interval until either an NCF
is received or these attempts fail.2 Whether or not it is
successfully forwarded, the NAK is then discarded by the NE. So
NAK forwarding by the NEs improves but does not guarantee the
reliability of NAKs. The final responsibility for reproducing
unconfirmed NAKs falls back on the receiver in keeping with the
end-to-end principle.
II. Literature Review
C.K. Yeoa et al: The paper analyze them into various broad
classification on the basis of topology design, service model and
architecture to promote better understanding of their
contributions and suggest their merits and limitations. As these
methods diverse widely in their objectives goals, designs,
performance evaluation metrics and interpretation strategies, it is
impossible to quantify their relative enforcement. However, this
paper is able to delivers a comparative insight into their conduct
through the use of a set of evaluation metrics detected to be
common to the methods and are straightway related to their
achievement and whose data can be derived and contained from
their designs. The metrics used here involve scaleability

measured possibly in terms of the size of the multicast receivers
it can support, the protocol adaptability in terms of the quality of
data paths, control overheads, amount of state information to be
preserve at each member node and failure tolerance.
Béatrice Bérard et al: Author’s focus is on the main accuracy
property which PGM aims to guarantee: a receiver either
receives all data packets from transmissions and improvement
and able to identify unrecoverable data packet loss. They first
propose a modelization of (a simplified version of) PGM via a
network of timed automata. Using Uppaal model-checker, they
then study the legitimacy of the reliability property above, which
turns out not to be always established but to depend on the values
of various parameters that they underscore.
Pragmatic General Multicast (PGM) is a reliable multicast
protocol, designed to reduced both the anticipation of negative
acknowledgements (NAK) breakdown and the load of the
network because of retransmissions of lost packets. This protocol
was conferred to the Internet Engineering Task Force as an open
reference blueprint.
Guruduth Banavar et al: The subscriber pattern is an
increasingly famous model for interconnecting applications in a
distributed environment. Many current subscriber systems are on
the basis of pre-defined subjects, and however are able to exploit
multicast technologies to deliver scalability and possibility. A
developed alternative to subject-based systems, known as
content-based systems, allow information consumers to request
events based on the content of published events. This model is
substantially more adjustable than subject-based subscriber.
Hence, it was previously not known how to smoothly multicast
published events to interested content-based subscribers within a
large and geographically distributed network of broker (or router)
machines. In this paper, They established and calculate a novel
and valuable execute distributed algorithm for this purpose,
called “link matching”. Link matching observe just enough
computation at each node to disintegrate the subset of links to
which an event should be forwarded. They show via simulations
that (a) link matching yields higher throughput than flooding
when subscriptions are selective, and (b) the overall CPU
utilization of link matching is comparable to that of centralized
matching.
Jim Gemmell et al: Pragmatic General Multicast (PGM) is a
dependable multicast transport protocol that runs over a best
effort datagram service, such as IP multicast. PGM acquire
extensible via hierarchy, forward error correction, NAK
termination and NAK suppression. It engage a unique polling
strategy for NAK delay tuning to ease scaling up and down. This
paper illutrate the architecture of PGM, and explains
achievement and security problems. They show that PGM
supports asymmetric networks, gains high network utilization,
and is adequate of high-speed (> 100 Mb/s) operation.PGM is
existing an IETF experimental RFC that has been implemented
in both commercial and academic settings.
J. Metzner: A recent paper proposes a broadcast protocol for
similar file transmit to distinct sites wherein a large block of
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transferred data is divided into frames of bits each, and in a
second transference cycle all frames not acknowledged by all
sites are retransmitted. This paper shows various versions of a
distinct method which can give better efficiency. In the method,
additional frames sent are not exact replicas of initially
unacknowledged frames, but are chosen to deliver additional
information to all sites having one or more non-decodable
frames. New frames are sent to supply additional information
until all sites acknowledge the entire block.
Jean-ChrysostomBolotlt: They specify the system for scalable
control of multicast regular media streams. The structure uses a
unique probing structure. To solicit opinions information in a
scalable manner and to approximate the number of receivers.
Moreover, it splits the congestion signal from the congestion
control algorithm so as to handle with heterogeneous networks.
The system has been implemented in the IVS videoconference
system with the use of options within RTP to obtain information
about the quality video provided to the receivers. They also find
out their prototype control system is well suited to the internet
environment. Moreover, it inhibit video sources from creating
congestion in the internet. Experiments are carried on to
investigate the scalable probing system can be used to multicast
video distribution of large number of participants.

Gu-In Kwon et al:A significant impediment to classification of
multicast services is the daunting technical confusing of
establishing, testing and validating traffic control protocols fit for
wide-area distributiont. Protocols such as pragmatic general
multicast congestion control (pgmcc) and TCP-friendly multicast
congestion control (TFMCC) have recently made considerable
progress on the single rate case, i.e., where one dynamic
reception rate is preserve for all receivers in the session. Hence,
these protocols have fixed applicability, since scaling to session
sizes beyond tens of participants with heterogeneous convenient
bandwidth essentialities the use of multiple rate protocols.
Unfortunately, although existing multiple rate protocols
illustration better scalability, they are both less mature than
single rate protocols and suffer from high difficulties. They
propose a new approach to multiple rate congestion control that
advantage proven single rate congestion control methods by
orchestrating an ensemble of independently controlled single rate
sessions. They illustrates a new multiple rate congestion control
algorithm for layered multicast sessions that utilize a single rate
multicast congestion control as the primary underlying control
system for each layer. Their new strategy unites the advantages
of single rate congestion control with the scalability and
flexibility of various rates to delivers a sound multiple rate
multicast congestion control policy.

implementation they will check that are they able to recover lost
packets suppress negative acknowledgement decrease the load of
the network and checking various performance criteria which are
applied on other protocols to transfer frames from source to
destination, such as criteria for TCP and UDP .They can also
check how will it behave in different asymmetric networks. And
tried to find out other algorithms. In which its performance might
Increased.

Problem Formulation
There are many issues of transport layer, which can be resolved
by different protocols such as end to end delivery of packets by
these protocols and checking whether these protocols work in
different environment and platforms specially UNIX and
LINUX. Pragmatic general multicast protocol is one of such
protocol which deals with some of these kinds of problems such
as packets transfer from multiple sources to multiple
destinations. Let suppose we want to send packets from multiple
source to multiple destinations we have to deal with several kinds
of problems like efficiency(packets are delivered error free) ,
reliability (all the packets at the receiver end received without
any loss) ,cost effectiveness ( less no of retransmission are
required).
PGM resolved these problems by suppressing negative
acknowledgement and imposing the load of the network due to
retransmission of lost packets. one of the greatest advantage of
PGM is that it can guarantee that receiver with either receives all
data packets by retransmission or repair it and it can easily able
to detect unrecoverable lost data packets. it can also works in
symmetric networks.
Experimental Results

Proposed Work
In this paper they mainly focus on reliability of pragmatic
general multicast protocol, its implementation and checking its
performance in different operating environment specially Linux
operating system environment using ns2 simulator after
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